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Carl Sayer in Norfolk, England 1980s!



Life long angler – no fish in any habitat is safe!



Norfolk Crucian Project

Started in 2008





Quiz question 1



Tensions between angling & conservation: 

Conservationists perspective

• Over-stocking - fish dependant on bait and oxygen 

from pumps! Frequent fish kills, disease issues

• Concerning lake management practices for 

fisheries - manuring of lakes, weed control using 

dye, ploughing lake bed, +++

• Stocking of non-native fish & spread of fish & 

other invasives into the “wild”



Excessive stocking by Common Carp Cyprinus carpio







Major decline of rare Isoetid flora & rare species such

as Elatine hexandra

Little Sea, Dorset



“The well manured waters of Hawkhurst 

Main Lake are once again producing 

masses of vigorous carp after a six week 

shutdown for maintenance”

A whole different world of lake science

in the fisheries management world!!!





Topmouth Gudgeon

- Category 5 invasive

Gibel carp -

Has wiped our crucian

Carp in much of 

Europe



Angling

as a conduit of

invasive 

species

PhD of Emily Smith

UCL Geography

Now at Angling Trust



The Lake at Llandrindod Wells – a 
restoration comedy? 

• Moss et al. (2002)

• Shallow lake in central Wales

• Lake dominated by aquatic plants until 1950s –
then stocked with carp & it went green

• Council decided to restore lake in early 1990s 
& commissioned a survey – Brian Moss

• Surveys revealed masses of carp





A restoration comedy? Act 2

• Recommended carp removal by drawing down lake 
but leaving just a few – this was done in 1994

• Other plant-associated fish introduced – angling 
resumed

• By 1996 local press began complaining of excessive 
plant growth in the lake – recovery!

• A key person at the council took early retirement…



Quiz question 2

The Interval!!!



A restoration comedy? Act 3

• Under pressure from fisherman the council 
brought in a fisheries consultant – Person X

• They recommended control of plants with 
herbicide (Reglone used in 1997), introduction of 
more fish, crushed limestone to “improve water 
quality”, cutting of plants in spring & summer

• No need to do the latter – in 1998 lake was green!

• Restored…..!!!!!!



A restoration comedy? Final Act

• 1998 – suggested that more water-lillies
should be introduced (including non-natives)

• Also need for underwater features! “Dumping 
of earth not feasible”, but columns of 
discarded rubber tyres slotted onto metal 
stakes filled with earth and planted at top 
with emergent plants seen as possible”

• Lake is still green…



Tensions between angling & conservation: 

Anglers perspective

• Perception that fish are somehow bad?

• A lack of a fish conservation projects

• Friction focused on high fish predation by Great 

Cormorant & Eurasian otter – feeling that problem 

is not recognised enough



Great Crested Newt wont breed in ponds with fish?

Fish are bad?



50 farmland ponds with fish data

- 9 with GCN eggs & native fish

- 11 with GCN & No fish



Cladocera: 20 ponds with fish, 20 ponds without 

Pond-associated fish are good for ponds: 

Crucian Carp, Tench, Nine-spine stickleback

Fish ponds

Non-fish ponds

All ponds

Fish increase species diversity in pond landscapes

(Stefanoudis et al., 2017)



Lake baddies

or fish?



Long-term biomanipulation

studies show that nutrients

are the key problem…

Remember fish are natural

to lakes

Need fight harder against 

eutrophication 





Quiz question 3



Case of the Cormorant



Ringkøbing Fjord, Denmark, 2000-2004 

(Jepsen et al. 2010)

• Telemetry (2000, 2002): Salmon smolts, 40-50 % 

of tags were recovered from one colony.

• CW-tagging (2003, 2004): 40-50 % of tagged eel 

were eaten in one year. All (100%) of tagged 

flounders eaten in 15 days!

• Pellet analyses: 30,000 salmon smolts, 1.4 million 

flounders, 38,000 eel were eaten



How much impact?

I think much less 

significant than Cormorant



Quiz question 4



Two types of angler

• Catching is crucial – happy to catch from very 

commercial places and not so concerned on state 

of the environment in lake. Weed is bad gets in 

way of catching.

• Experience is crucial – fishing is more about 

being in wild places. Fishing should not change a 

place & is about fitting in without changing things. 

More of this is better for lake conservation…





Fitting in to the wild



We could only have dreamt of the scene that was before us. The Mystery Pit is small, just 

thirty yards or so across, with an ancient hazel hedge at the back. When the water is 

high, it spills out along an equally aged ditch and follows a medieval bend around 

another pond and two wet meadows, where barn owls concentrate and the cuckoo 

always comes. We flattened the long grass and a few stems of willowherb and 

meadowsweet, threw in mashed bread and enjoyed the warmth of late afternoon. Rods 

were old, floats were a quill and a cork bobber, and the bait was of course custard paste. 

We found a couple of clearings in the hornwort and beds of broad-leaved pondweed, and 

were gradually absorbed into the pond’s world. After half an hour, there were clusters of 

bubbles as invisible shapes brushed the oxygen-speckled weeds around the edges of the 

amphitheatre, no doubt drawn in by the bread. At one point there was even a distinctive 

golden splash. Crucians were under our floats and we were tantalised for hours by wild 

creatures. We had restored not just a pond full of beloved crucians, but a precious day 

from childhood. Talk was in whispers, and as afternoon all too quickly became evening, 

there had been kingfishers, a hobby, and more fish turning over in the evening glow, but 

not even the gentlest of float movements. We didn’t catch a fish at the Mystery, but for 

five hours we had been lost in it. And so it was on the next evening, and the next. Its 

name is fitting, and it is so-called for exactly this reason. We still haven't caught one, but 

while they still swim, we have hope – and so do our Norfolk crucians.



Selbrigg Pond – charophytes, always clear, used to be intensively fished

Where the conservation angler goes 



Secret Glaven Lake – stoneworts, rudd, tench and eels



Quiz question 5



How do we get Angling & Conservationists 

closer together?

• Education of anglers – reminder of what lakes should be 

like – with weed! Angling Press

• Education of fisheries advisors and investigations into 

what is being taught in colleges that give courses on 

fisheries management – IFM links in

• More fisheries based on wild experience and not on 

numbers fish caught or common carp

• More fish conservation projects – Eel, Dace, Burbot, +++





Ways in?

Angling Trust Crucian Carp Project 



Joint campaign with Angling Trust and others?

Emerging AT “Love Fishing, Love Nature Campaign” 

Wild fishing? Fishing with Nature?



Joint fight against the greater common evil!

Anglers & Conservationists 

unite to fight pollution…



Burton Mill Pond, SSSI, Sussex

2006



Nearly all plants gone

due to STW-derived nutrients

Anglers could join the fight

2021



Conclusions

• Angling has gone the wrong way – forces of 

commercialism – this is turning people away from 

it! Angler numbers are declining.

• Anglers (in millions) are a great force for good –

could be great campaigners for better lake 

water quality as for rivers

• Lets bring the angling & conservation movements 

closer together – good to move forward with a 

project/campaign
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